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We identify new astrophysical signatures of dark matter that implodes neutron stars (NSs), which
could decisively test whether NS-imploding dark matter is responsible for missing pulsars in the
Milky Way galactic center, the source of some r-process elements, and the origin of fast-radio
bursts. First, NS-imploding dark matter forms ∼ 10−10 solar mass or smaller black holes inside
neutron stars, which proceed to convert neutron stars into ∼1.5 solar mass BHs. This decreases the
number of neutron star mergers seen by LIGO/Virgo (LV) and associated merger kilonovae seen by
telescopes like DES, BlackGEM, and ZTF, and instead, producing a population of “black mergers”
containing ∼1.5 solar mass black holes. Second, dark matter-induced neutron star implosions may
create a new kind of kilonovae that lacks a detectable, accompanying gravitational signal, which
we call “quiet kilonovae.” Using DES data and the Milky Way’s r-process abundance, we constrain
quiet kilonovae. Third, the spatial distribution of neutron star merger kilonovae and quiet kilonovae
in galaxies can be used to detect dark matter. NS-imploding dark matter destroys most neutron
stars at the centers of disc galaxies, so that neutron star merger kilonovae would appear mostly
in a donut at large radii. We find that as few as ten neutron star merger kilonova events, located
to ∼1 kpc precision could validate or exclude dark matter-induced neutron star implosions at 2σ
confidence, exploring dark matter-nucleon cross-sections 4-10 orders of magnitude below current
direct detection experimental limits. Similarly, NS-imploding dark matter as the source of fast
radio bursts can be tested at 2σ confidence once 20 bursts are located in host galaxies by radio
arrays like CHIME and HIRAX.
I. INTRODUCTION
Uncovering the identity and interactions of dark mat-
ter would deepen our understanding of fundamental
physics and the origin of our universe. Because dark
matter is abundant in galactic halos, it may be revealed
through its impact on stars. Indeed, a number of ongo-
ing astrophysical searches may be unveiling dark matter
that forms black holes inside and implodes old neutron
stars [1–5], thereby creating r-process elements [6], and
possibly fast radio bursts [7].
Traditional neutron star-based searches for asymmet-
ric dark matter have relied on old pulsars in the Milky
Way, whose old age bounds the capture rate of asymmet-
ric dark matter, which can eventually form black holes
inside of neutron stars. Finding old pulsars in the Milky
Way’s galactic center, where dark matter is denser, more
dark matter is captured, and therefore pulsars potentially
implode faster, would advance the frontier of asymmet-
ric dark matter detection. However, extensive radio sur-
veys of the Milky Way galactic center have not found
enough pulsars to conclusively strengthen or invalidate
the hypothesis that dark matter implodes neutron stars
in that region. Fortuitously, the unprecedented sensitiv-
ity of laser interferometer gravitational wave detectors at
LIGO/Virgo [8], the broad optical purview of DES [9, 10],
BlackGEM [11], and other optical telescopes, as well as
kilo-channel radio reception at CHIME [12] and HIRAX
[13], are better scrutinizing the dynamics of neutron stars
and black holes. Indeed, recently a neutron star merger
was found both in gravitational waves [14] and follow-on
telescope observations [15].
This article demonstrates how the combined statis-
tics of neutron star mergers observed in galaxies can
be used to unmask dark matter with nucleon scatter-
ing cross-sections orders of magnitude smaller than the
present reach obtained from neutron stars in the Milky
Way, and up to ten orders of magnitude beyond any
planned underground dark matter detection experiment.
This new search method applies to many asymmetric
dark matter models [16, 17], including keV − PeV mass
bosons [1–5, 18–24], keV − EeV mass self-interacting
fermions [2, 25, 26], and& PeV mass bosons and fermions
[4, 6, 27, 28].
Additionally, this article details distinct signatures of
dark matter-induced neutron star implosions, which can
be discovered by upcoming gravitational, optical, and ra-
dio surveys. NS-imploding dark matter may produce de-
tectable quiet kilonovae: a kilonova powered by the ejec-
tion of neutron star fluid during the dark matter-induced
implosion of a neutron star. These quiet kilonovae would
be “quiet” and distinct from the now-observed neutron
star merger kilonovae, in that they would not produce
gravitational waves detectable by LIGO/Virgo. The re-
mainder of this document is structured as follows: in
Section II we review asymmetric dark matter that im-
plodes neutron stars and introduce the normalized im-
plosion time. Section III details how neutron star popu-
lations in disc galaxies are altered by NS-imploding dark
matter. Section IV details prospects for finding primor-
dial black holes (PBHs) using neutron star mergers and
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2quiet kilonova. Section V provides the first constraint
on “quiet kilonovae.” Section VI details a major result
of this work: that NS mergers can be used as an incisive
new search for dark matter. A location and rate analy-
sis testing whether fast radio bursts originate from dark
matter-induced neutron star implosions is presented in
Section VII. In section VIII, we conclude. Appendix A
presents the cumulative distributions functions employed
in Section VII and VI and Appendix B provides details
of neutron star implosions induced by heavy asymmetric
dark matter.
II. DARK MATTER-INDUCED NEUTRON
STAR IMPLOSIONS
Once enough dark matter has accumulated in a neu-
tron star’s interior, dark matter may collapse into a small
(. 10−10 M) black hole that subsequently consumes
the neutron star [1, 3, 6]. We begin by defining a useful
variable combination, the “normalized implosion time,”
which relates dark matter-induced NS implosions occur-
ring at different radii from a galactic center, where the
local dark matter density ρx and velocity dispersion vx
will be different, see Figure 1. The maximum mass accu-
mulation rate of dark matter into a NS is [29]
m˙x = piρx
2GMR
vx
(
1− 2GM
R
)−1
' 10
26 GeV
s
(
ρx
GeV/cm3
)(
200 km/s
vx
)
, (1)
where M and R are the mass and radius of the neutron
star and G is Newton’s constant. The time until NS
implosion scales inversely with the mass accumulation
rate, tc ∝ m˙−1x ; therefore tc is proportional to the dark
matter velocity dispersion divided by density, tc ∝ vx/ρx.
Furthermore, vx and ρx are the only quantities in m˙x that
depend on the galactocentric radius r. It follows that for
dark matter which implodes NSs in time tc, the quantity
tc
ρx
vx
= Constant×
[
Gyr
GeV/cm3
200 km/s
]
, (2)
which we call the normalized implosion time,1 is inde-
pendent of r. Throughout we will normalize tcρx/vx to
a typical dark matter density (GeV/cm3) and velocity
dispersion (200 km/s) for a disc galaxy.
The value of tcρx/vx for a specific dark matter model
can be determined by calculating the time for dark mat-
ter with local density ρx and relative velocity vx to im-
plode a neutron star. While many asymmetric dark mat-
ter models implode neutron stars [1–6, 18–20, 25–27], we
1 The units given in square brackets in Eq.(2) might be read as
“A neutron star will implode in one gigayear for local dark
matter density GeV/cm3 and dark matter velocity dispersion
200 km/s.”
will focus on heavy mx & PeV asymmetric dark matter
as a simple example. In the case of heavy asymmetric
dark matter, the critical mass of dark matter required to
form a small black hole is M fcrit ∼
m3pl
m2x
for dark fermions
with mass mx [27], and M
b
crit ∼ 0.12
√
λ
m3pl
m2x
for dark
scalars with self-interaction potential V (φ) = λ|φ|4 [30].
In these models, the neutron star will implode shortly
after it collects a critical mass of dark matter at time
tc ' Mcrit/m˙x, where this expression assumes all dark
matter passing through the neutron star is captured – see
Appendix B for details and for the scaling of dark matter-
nucleon cross-section with tcρx/vx. Then the value of the
galactic radial invariant tcρx/vx is
tc
ρx
vx
∣∣∣
f
=
(
10 PeV
mx
)2
15 Gyr
GeV/cm3
200 km/s
tc
ρx
vx
∣∣∣
b
=
(
λ
1
)1/2(
3 PeV
mx
)2
20 Gyr
GeV/cm3
200 km/s
, (3)
for heavy asymmetric fermions and bosons, respectively.
III. BLACK MERGERS, QUIET KILONOVAE,
AND R-PROCESS DONUTS
NS-imploding dark matter creates an unexpected pop-
ulation of low mass ∼ 1.5 M black holes (BHs), deplet-
ing the expected population of NSs. This in turn would
alter the number of merging neutron stars that would
be seen by LIGO/Virgo, along with their accompanying
merger kilonovae, which are the days-long luminous out-
bursts from beta decaying neutrons ejected when NSs fall
into a BH or another NS [31, 32].
We now determine the number and position of neu-
tron stars converted to BHs by dark matter in a Milky
Way-like galaxy. With some subtleties that we will ad-
dress, our findings for a typical 13 Gyr old ∼ 1012 M
disc galaxy can be applied to events in different galax-
ies, using a Milky Way equivalent galaxy (MWEG) volu-
metric conversion for merger and kilonova rates, i.e. one
MWEG per (4.4 Mpc)3 [33].
The number of neutron stars converted into BHs by
dark matter in an MWEG will depend on the historic
neutron star formation rate in the galaxy, the dynamics
and final positions of neutron stars after formation, the
dark matter halo density profile, and the relative velocity
of dark matter with respect to neutron stars. We model
the historic star formation rate M˙∗(t) using a global fit
to astronomical data ([34], Table 1, Column 2). While
we use M˙∗(t) to determine the relative historic rate of
neutron star formation, we normalize the total rate to
109 neutron star births over the MWEG lifetime [35–37].
At birth, it has been observed that neutron stars receive
natal kicks which result in an initial velocity boost of
∼ 250 km/s [38, 39]. A recent study of neutron star
dynamics in an MWEG has found that most (& 80%)
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Figure 1. The dark matter density over velocity ρx/vx and
NS surface density Σ in an MWEG (top), the total fraction
of imploded neutron stars (middle), and the rate for quiet
kilonovae, aka dark matter-induced NS implosions, per yr per
kpc (bottom), are given as a function of distance from the
center of a Milky Way-like galaxy for two asymmetric dark
matter models ADM1 and ADM2, defined by tcρx/vx = 3
and 15 Gyr GeV/cm3 (200 km/s)−1. PBHmax is a maximally
NS-imploding model described in Appendix B. For visibility,
the PBH curve has been augmented by 3 and 4 orders of
magnitude.
neutron stars are retained within a ∼kiloparsec of the
MWEG disc plane, with a NS surface density Σ(r). We
therefore model the MWEG neutron star distribution as
a thin disk with surface density Σ(r) given by models
1B* (and 1C* as indicated for comparison) in [37].
To model dark matter in an MWEG, we use
an NFW dark matter halo density profile [40],
ρx(r) = ρ0(r/Rs)
−1(1 + r/Rs)−2, with dark matter den-
sity normalization ρ0 = 0.3 GeV/cm
3 and scale factor
Rs = 20 kpc. To approximate the dark matter velocity
dispersion in an MWEG, we match the phenomenolog-
ical fit of Sofue to stellar velocities in the Milky Way
([41], Figure 11). With the star formation rate, neutron
star distribution and dark matter properties specified,
the fraction of neutron stars at radius r converted to so-
lar mass BHs is given by FBH(r) =
∫Max[tu−tc(r),0]
0 M˙
∗(t) dt∫ tu
0
M˙∗(t) dt
,
where tu ∼ 13.8 Gyr is the lifetime of the universe and
tc(r) is the collapse time at radius r, obtainable from
Eq. (3). Similarly, the rate of neutron star implosions
(and also quiet kilonovae) per unit galactocentric radius
is given by Rqk = 2pirΣ(r)M˙
∗(tu−tc(r)). In Figure 1, we
plot the fraction of neutron stars converted to BHs along
with the rate of neutron star implosions per year per kpc,
both as a function of galactocentric radius, for a 13 Gyr
old MWEG. In Table I, we show how standard rates for
compact object mergers would be altered, and display
dark matter-induced neutron star implosion rates, for a
few values of tcρx/vx. Table I also gives the maximum
rate for PBH implosion of NSs, which we address in the
next section.
Model NS-NS NS-BH BH-BH LM-BH NS Im. Im./tu
Non-Imp. 1e-4 3e-6 4e-7 0 0 0
ADM1 3e-5 9e-7 4e-7 7e-5 4e-2 7e8
ADM2 7e-5 2e-6 4e-7 3e-5 3e-2 3e8
PBHmax 1e-4 3e-6 4e-7 4e-11 1e-7 400
Table I. The first five columns give the rate for compact object
mergers and dark matter-induced neutron star implosions per
MWEG per year (AeB ≡ A×10B), for both “Non-Implosive”
and NS-imploding dark matter. ADM1 and ADM2 are de-
fined by tcρx/vx = 3 and 15 Gyr GeV/cm
3 (200 km/s)−1
respectively, and PBHmax is a maximally NS-imploding pri-
mordial BH model defined in Section IV. NS-NS, NS-BH, and
BH-BH indicate standard NS and BH mergers, while LM-BH
indicates a BH-BH merger with at least one ∼ 1.5 M BH
(Black Merger). We use the average BH and NS merger rates
predicted in [33]; actual merger rates may be 100-fold larger
or smaller. The final column shows the number of NS im-
plosions expected in a tu ∼ 13 Gyr old MWEG hosting 109
1B*-distributed NSs.
IV. RARE NEUTRON STAR IMPLOSIONS
FROM PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLES
Black holes formed from primordial perturbations dur-
ing the radiation-dominated expansion of the early uni-
verse [42, 43], with masses between ∼ 1041 − 1050 GeV,
can be captured inside and subsequently consume neu-
tron stars [44, 45]. As this work was being completed
[46] appeared, which addresses PBH-induced NS implo-
sions, and following [6], considers r-process elements and
kilonovae produced by NS implosions. The maximum
PBH-induced NS implosion rate for an MWEG found
here differs markedly from [46], because we use the real-
istic, standard values for the NS population density, PBH
density, and PBH velocity dispersion. We will find that
NS implosions from primordial BHs (PBHs) in a typical
Milky Way-like galaxy are rare.
PBHs with halo density ρpbh are captured by neutron
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Figure 2. Bounds on dark matter-induced quiet kilonovae as
a function of the neutron fluid mass ejected Mej during a NS
implosion. The DES bounds assume kilonovae with an ejec-
tion velocity β = 0.3c [9], and assume 109 NSs in an MWEG.
Milky Way r-process elements produced from Mej per NS
implosion imply the indicated bounds [6], for either 108 or
109 total NSs, assumed to have spatial distribution 1B* or
1C* given in [37] (arrows indicate the direction of excluded
regions). Old pulsars in the Milky Way [1, 2] also set con-
straints. The x-axis indicates dark matter that implodes NSs
in time tc for background dark matter density ρx with velocity
dispersion vx, expressed in units of tcρx/vx, see Eq. (2).
stars at a rate [44]
Cpbh =
√
6pi
ρpbh
mpbh
(
2GMR
vx
) 1− Exp [− 3Elossmpbhv2x ]
1− 2GMR
, (4)
where the energy loss of a PBH transiting the NS is
Eloss ' 4G
2m2pbhM
R2
〈
ln Λ
2GM/R
〉
, and for a typical neutron
star density profile
〈
ln Λ
2GM/R
〉
∼ 14.7. With Eq. (4) it
can be verified that PBH capture in NSs is maximized
for PBH masses mpbh ∼ 1044 − 1047 GeV. Assuming
mpbh ∼ 1045 GeV PBHs make up the entire dark matter
density, ρpbh ' ρx, we find that the PBH NS implosion
rate appears too low to be detectable by next generation
astronomical surveys, as shown in Figure 11 and Table I.
V. MILKY WAY R-PROCESS ENRICHMENT
AND DES BOUNDS ON QUIET KILONOVAE
NSs imploded by dark matter may eject a substantial
amount of neutrons into the interstellar medium. Ejected
neutron fluid will decompress, beta decay, and form a
portion of the r-process elements observed in the Milky
Way [6, 31, 32, 47]. R-process elements are heavy el-
ements with atomic masses around 80, 130, 195, formed
from neutron rich fluid at an as-yet undetermined astro-
physical site. While core collapse supernovae have been
historically favored as candidate sites for r-process pro-
duction, recent observations of a high r-process abun-
dance in Reticulum II, and low r-process abundance in
other ultra faint dwarf galaxies, favors r-process produc-
tion from rare events like a NS merger [48] or NS implo-
sion [6]. In the case of a NS implosion, the amount of NS
fluid ejected will likely depend on tidal forces during the
implosion [6], which require a complete hydrodynamical
simulation to be properly modelled. However, it is known
that in total, ∼ 104 M of r-process elements must be
formed to match the abundance seen in the Milky Way
[49–51]. Therefore, the amount of neutron fluid ejected
per NS implosion can be bounded, by limiting the total
NS mass ejected to ∼ 104 M in the Milky Way. In Fig-
ure 2, we present such bounds, as a function of tcρx/vx.
This can be compared to the final column of Table I,
which shows the expected number of NS implosions after
∼ 13 Gyr.
Quiet kilonovae produced by NS-imploding dark mat-
ter can be searched for using state-of-the-art optical sur-
veys. DES has recently published a null wide field opti-
cal search for kilonovae [9], which are the days-long lu-
minous outbursts of beta-decaying neutron fluid ejected
from NSs falling into BHs or other neutron stars. Be-
cause this search does not rely on a gravitational signa-
ture and instead seeks out beta decay emission from NS
fluid flung into outer space, its findings can be used to
constrain quiet kilonovae, i.e. NS fluid ejected from a NS
implosion. Because kilonovae light curves depend mainly
on the mass and velocity of NS fluid ejected [32], bounds
obtained for NS merger kilonovae can be applied to quiet
kilonovae from NS implosions. We set this bound in Fig-
ure 2, computing the quiet kilonova rate for each tcρx/vx
model point, assuming an MWEG containing 109 NSs.
VI. SEARCHING FOR DARK MATTER WITH
NS MERGERS
Here we show how the galactocentric radial positions
of ∼ 10 merger kilonovae would be sufficient to explore
asymmetric dark matter-nucleon cross-sections orders of
magnitude smaller than those presently probed using old
pulsars in the Milky Way. The current generation of LV
instrumentation is sensitive to gravitational strains on
the order of 10−23 at an optimal frequency of 400 Hz,
allowing for the observation of double neutron star (NS)
binaries out to distances of ∼70 Mpc [8]. Anticipated up-
grades will significantly expand this reach, as the ampli-
tude of gravitational wave events is inversely proportional
to the source distance, while the expected merger rate in-
creases as the distance cubed. In the coming decade, up
to hundreds of NS merger events are anticipated. Once a
NS merger event is located to within ∼ 10 square degrees
by LIGO/Virgo, wide field telescopes like BlackGEM [11]
and the Zwicky Transient Factory [54] are poised to im-
age any subsequent kilonovae. The number of kilonovae
found using this method will depend on their peak bright-
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Figure 3. (Top) The number of NS mergers found by
LIGO/Virgo, located to within ∼ 1 kpc in a host galaxy by
optical imaging of a kilonova, required to exclude dark mat-
ter that implodes NSs in time tc for background dark matter
density ρx with velocity dispersion vx, expressed in units of
tcρx/vx, see Eq. 1 in the main text. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test was performed at each model point against the standard
hypothesis that NS mergers track a standard distribution of
NSs (see Ref. [37], model 1B*) in a disc galaxy, for four hun-
dred randomly generated merger data sets, allowing for up to
103 NS merger events per data set. Dotted bands indicate
number of events needed for 2σ significance, for the upper
and lower quartile of randomly generated merger data sets;
the solid line indicates the median. (Bottom) The fermionic
asymmetric dark matter-nucleon cross-section sensitivity ob-
tainable with future observation of ∼ 10 and ∼ 100 NS merger
kilonovae is shown, along with the MW pulsar bound [2],
Xenon 1T bound [52], and the xenon neutrino floor [53], be-
low which atmospheric neutrinos provide an irreducible back-
ground to dark matter scattering. Note that for fermionic
dark matter masses & 1010 GeV, the black holes formed in
NSs are too small and evaporate via Hawking radiation [19].
ness, predictions for which range from -10 to -16 AB
magnitude [9], while e.g. BlackGEM will perhaps probe
a 100 degree field of view down to -14 AB magnitude for
200 Mpc distant mergers. As shown in Figure 1, galax-
ies with NS-imploding dark matter will have fewer NS
merger kilonovae in their centers, where most NSs will
have been converted to BHs. Therefore, the spatial dis-
tribution of merger kilonovae that can be used to test for
dark matter. In the top panel of Figure 3, we show the
results of a cumulative distribution test, where the stan-
dard (model “1B*”) NS distribution defined Section 2, is
tested against the distribution expected if dark matter is
imploding neutron stars.
The altered NS merger distribution is calculated by
taking the fraction of NSs converted into black holes
shown in Figure 1, and applying this conversion fraction
to the 1B* expected distribution of NS mergers. The
expected and dark matter-modified cumulative distribu-
tion functions of NS mergers in an MWEG are plotted in
Appendix A. Statistical results were obtained by running
400 random Kolomogorov-Smirnov cumulative distribu-
tion trials, for each neutron star normalized implosion
time (tcρx/vx), to determine how many merger kilono-
vae located in galaxies would be necessary to detect NS-
imploding dark matter at 2σ significance. Using the same
methodology, in Section VII we find that ∼ 20 FRBs lo-
calized in galaxies would determine whether FRBs are a
byproduct of NS implosions.
In practice, merger kilonovae occur in galaxies that
are somewhat different from the Milky Way. To con-
vert a measured galactocentric radius in a NS-merger-
containing (non-Milky Way) galaxy, rnMW, to a Milky
Way equivalent radius rMW, one can solve the formula
ρMWx (rMW)
vMWx (rMW)
=
ρnMWx (rnMW)
vnMWx (rnMW)
(5)
for rMW, where ρx and vx are the dark matter density
and velocity dispersion of the MWEG and non-Milky
Way galaxies, as indicated. For example, the recently de-
tected NS merger in NGC 4993 occurred in a∼ 1010.9 M
galaxy which would have an NFW profile defined by
ρ0 = 0.34 GeV/cm
3 and scale factor Rs = 7.5 kpc. The
NS merger in NGC 4993 occurred at∼ 2− 3 kpc from its
center [15]. Solving Eq. (5), this corresponds to an Milky
Way equivalent radius of 5-8 kpc. Note that this analysis
also assumes that most identified NS mergers will have
an age of ∼ 10 Gyr – indeed, the NS merger progenitor
found in NGC 4993 is projected to be this old [55].
In Figure 3, the per-nucleon cross-section sensitivity
obtainable for heavy, asymmetric, fermionic dark matter
is shown, as calculated using the capture rate and col-
lapse conditions presented in [27, 56] and Appendix B in
this document. Lighter asymmetric dark matter can also
be found using these methods, as in Refs. [1–5, 18–24].
VII. FAST RADIO BURSTS FROM DARK
MATTER
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are a newly-discovered class
of millisecond-length ∼Ghz radio pulses found to dis-
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Figure 4. Left : The NS implosion rate in a Milky Way equivalent galaxy for dark matter that implodes NSs in time tc for
background dark matter density ρx with velocity dispersion vx expressed in units of ρxtc/vx. The dotted lines indicate high,
median, and low fast radio burst rate estimates from surveys [57, 58]. Implosion rates are shown for 108 and 109 NSs with a
1B* spatial distribution [37]. Right : Number of fast radio bursts, localized to ∼ 1 kpc in a host galaxy, required to test whether
fast radio bursts originate from NS-imploding dark matter, against the hypothesis that FRBs come from a non-imploding
population of NSs, at 2σ significance.
tances of 2 Gpc with an all sky rate ∼ 104/day, whose
source is unknown [59, 60]. In [7] it was proposed that
dark matter-induced NS implosions may be the source
of FRBs. The electromagnetic energy released by a NS
implosion matches what is required for an FRB [61–63].
Ref. [7] calculated the per MWEG NS implosion rate as-
suming a constant star formation history and a NS pop-
ulation that tracked the baryonic density in an MWEG.
We improve on these rate calculations by using a realistic
star formation history [34] and NS distribution [37], see
Figure 4.
The rate of NS collapse due to dark matter accumula-
tion in the Milky Way can be estimated in several limits.
In the limit of arbitrarily rapid dark matter accumula-
tion, all NSs collapse to BHs soon after formation and
the NS collapse rate is equal to the supernova rate (ap-
proximately 0.02 yr−1 [64]). This scenario is ruled out by
observations of Gyr old neutron stars. Intriguingly, in the
case of less rapid dark matter-induced NS implosions, the
overall present-day NS implosion rate actually increases
due to enhanced star formation rate in the young Milky
Way. While the star-formation rate of the Milky Way is
currently ∼0.68 — 1.45 M yr−1 [65], the rate at red-
shift z=2 was approximately 14 M yr−1 [66–68]. If dark
matter induces most ∼ 10 Gyr old NSs to implode in the
present epoch, then the current implosion rate will re-
flect the high-redshift star formation rate. Because the
dark matter density diminishes with increasing distance
from the galactic center, the delay-time between NS for-
mation and NS collapse varies considerably as a function
of galactocentric radius, as evident in Figure 1 in the
main text. In Figure 4 we plot the number of NS im-
plosions expected per MWEG as a function of tcρx/vx.
Upper, median, and lower FRB rates are also indicated
for comparison [57, 58].
VIII. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES FROM A
NEUTRON STAR IMPLOSION IN THE MILKY
WAY
We have identified new signatures of neutron star-
imploding dark matter, and fashioned qualitatively
new methods for uncovering this dark sector using
imminent astronomical observations. Specifically, our
proposed analysis of NS merger kilonova locations has
the potential to explore dark matter-nucleon scattering
cross-sections up to ten orders of magnitude beyond
present direct detection experiments. Finally, we note
that the collapse of a neutron star into a BH could be
detected directly at advanced LV, if the NS resides in
the Milky Way. As we have calculated in Section 2, NS
implosion event rates may be as large as 0.05 per year.
Reference [69] finds the following strain for a NS collaps-
ing to a BH, hc ∼ 5 × 10−22
(
M
M
)(
10 kpc
D
)
@ 531 Hz,
so that advanced LV [70] may find an implosion out to
∼ 1 Mpc. We leave additional gravitational signatures
of NS-imploding dark matter to future work, along
with the application of the spatial kilonova analysis
introduced here, to electromagnetic transients from
exotic compact object mergers [56, 71].
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Appendix A: Cumulative Distribution Functions
Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution functions
used in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, whose results are
displayed in Figures 3 and 4. As indicated, the displayed
CDFs here were generated using the neutron star distri-
bution model 1B* in [37]. However, note that we have
found that Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests utilizing other pul-
sar distribution models in [37] require a similar number
of NS mergers to achieve sensitivity to asymmetric dark
matter comparable to the results shown in Figures 3 and
4.
Appendix B: Dark matter-induced Neutron Star
Implosion Time
The analysis of NS implosions in Section 1 assumed
that the longest timescale in the NS implosion process
is the time for a NS to accrete a BH-forming mass of
dark matter. Here we justify this assumption by com-
puting timescales for all dynamical processes leading up
to dark matter-induced NS implosions. As an example,
we consider fermionic dark matter in the PeV mass range
with dark matter-nucleon cross-section σnx ∼ 10−45 cm2.
For σnx & 10−45 cm2, all PeV mass dark matter passing
through the NS will be captured [56], as assumed in Sec-
tion 1. Extending this work to PeV mass bosonic dark
matter requires minor modifications discussed around
Eq. (3) of the main text, with similar results ob-
tained. Similar results arises for low mass dark matter
[4, 19, 21, 25, 27], where sensitivity to σnx scales inversely
with tcρx/vx – so that the tcρx/vx reach of this study re-
sults in up to a 100-fold improvement in σnx sensitivity.
A small BH may form when a NS accumulates so much
dark matter, that the dark matter cannot support its
own weight with degeneracy pressure. This critical mass
for fermionic dark matter is M fcrit ∼
m3pl
m2x
, as reported
in the main text. In principle (e.g. for lower mass dark
matter) dark matter may accumulate to M fcrit size in a
NS, yet not implode. This is because until dark matter in
a NS “self-gravitates” or equivalently forms a bulk whose
density exceeds the NS density, it will remain stable.2 We
find the self-gravitating mass Msg [19] for PeV mass dark
matter, and determine that Mcrit Msg, which justifies
our assumption in the main text, that a BH will form
once Mcrit dark matter accumulates. For the limiting
2 In the case of dark matter with substantial self-interactions, this
computation is different [2, 25, 26].
case of a younger NS with temperature TNS ∼ 105 K,
Msg ' 5× 1037 GeV
(
TNS
105 K
)3/2(
PeV
mX
)3/2
, (B1)
and one can see that Mcrit is at least 10
6 times larger
than Msg for PeV mass dark matter.
Next we review the dynamical timescales for a NS to
become converted to a BH by accumulated dark matter.
First the dark matter particles thermally equilibrate with
the neutron star, through repeated scattering; we denote
this thermalization time scale by τth. Once an unstable
mass Mcrit of dark matter has thermalized into a small
volume, the dark matter will collapse, cool, and form a
BH, over a time τco. Lastly, the small BH formed of
dark matter accretes the surrounding neutron star in a
time τBondi. We will see that each process occurs much
faster than the tc & Myr time scale, and conclude that
the neutron star implosion time is determined by tc.
We first consider the thermalization. Dark matter
particles captured and accumulated in the neutron star
thermalize with the neutrons and cool to temperature
T ' 105 K, same as the neutron star, before it start lose
more kinetic energy and eventually collapse into a BH.
The time scale τth is determined by the neutron-dark
matter collisions [21], in particular
τth ' 8× 10−3 yr
( mx
PeV
)(10−45 cm2
σnx
)(
105 K
TNS
)2
.
(B2)
After thermalization, the dark matter particles form a
spherical configuration of radius r0 ∼ (9T/8piGρcmx)1/2,
where the dark matter density at collapse is equal to the
NS density ρc ∼ ρn. The dark matter particles can fur-
ther lose more of their energy and collapse into a BH.
There are several mechanisms that contribute to this
cooling, with associated time scales. Here we focus on
cooling via dark matter-neutron scattering, while other
cooling mechanisms can be found in e.g. [3]. The dark
matter cooling and collapse time is approximately the
time for dark matter to lose O(1) of its kinetic energy to
surrounding neutrons,
τco ' 1
nσnxvxc
(
pF
∆p
)(
mx
2mn
)
' 4× 105 yrs
( mx
PeV
)(10−45 cm2
σnx
)(
rx
r0
)
, (B3)
where n is the number density of the neutrons. The
first term 1/nσnxvxc is the time for a single collision.
In addition, Pauli blocking has to be taken into account,
as it reduces cross-section by a factor of ∆p/pF , hence
the second term. Here pF ∼ 0.5 GeV is the neutron
Fermi momentum in a NS and ∆p ∼ mnvxc. The factor
of vxc here is the velocity of the dark matter sphere as
it collapses through radius rx, which can be written as
vxc ∼ (Gmx/rx)1/2. The final factor takes into account
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Figure 5. Cumulative distribution functions corresponding to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests shown in Figures 3 and 4 are given,
for merger kilonovae (left) and fast radio bursts (right). Both merger kilonovae and FRBs are assumed to follow the distribution
of NSs in an MWEG (dotted purple line labeled 1B*). This distribution can be compared with distributions for representative
NS-imploding dark matter models, ADM1, ADM2, and ADM3, defined by tcρx/vx = 3, 15, and 100 Gyr GeV/cm
3 (200 km/s)−1
respectively, see Eq. (2) of the main text.
that in each collision only a fraction ∼ 2mn/mx of the
dark matter kinetic energy is transferred, so one requires
∼
(
mx
2mn
)
collisions for an order-one energy loss.
With the BH formed, assuming it accretes the remain-
der of the NS, the time for which depends on the BHBH
mass Mcrit (e.g. [6, 23]).
τBondi ∼ 0.1 yrs
(mX
PeV
)2
(B4)
We find that τth, τco, τBondi are much shorter than ∼ tc,
which therefore determines the time until a NS implodes.
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